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The metho& of combining isomorphons replacement and From the triangle OCB, 
anomalous swttorin~ data for locating the positions of 
heavy atoms in protein derivatives was first tried in Profes- ,I 

(F(+)~~=JFH~J~+ JF~IZ-ZJF~PIIF$II cos (yf >/2) 

sot Dorothy Hodgkin's laboratory a t  Oxford (Harding, 
1962). IFPI and IFHPI, the structure amplitudes of the g o -  

I F ( + ) ~ ~ = I F ~ P ~ ~ + I F ~ I ~ + ~ I F ~ c P ~ ~ F ~ ~  sin y .  (2) 
tein and the heavy-atom protein, can be combined with Combining equations (I) and (21, we have 
lF(+)I and IF(-)!, the.sthcture amplitudes of direct and IF(+)~z= IF~IZ+IF~~Z+IF~;'~Z+~~P~IIF,,~ COS pl inverse reflexions of the heavy-atom protein, to give the 
heavy-atom contributions IFfiIZ A synthesis with IFIII? as +21Fx~llF&'I sin y . (3) 
coefficients will contain the heavy-atom Patterson vectors Now from the triangle OAB 
alone. Recently Kartha & Parthasarathy (1965) and Mat- IFzml sin y =  IFPI sin v . 
thews (1965) have given expressions which are approximate, 

(4) 

for IFlr12 in terms of IFPI, IF,,PI, IF(+)l and IF(-)I. An 'quations (3) and (4), we have 
exucl expression f ~ r  IFzzlE in terms of other measurable lF(+)I~lFp12+(1+l/kZ)IFil12+21F~II~,,I C O S ~  
quantities has been derived in this note. A method for 
placing the two sets of data IFPI and IFIIPI on a common 

+(2/k)lF~lIF,1l sin Q , ( 5 )  

scale has also been suggested. where k= IFrcIIIFCI. For one type only of anomalous scat- 
terers (heavy atom), k is also equal tof'/f",f' and /!' being 
real and imaginary parts of the scattering factor. It must Expression for lFr1l2 be noted that k is a function of sin 0. 

From the triangle OAB (Fig. 1) Similarly 

IFnr.I'= IFZIZ+ IPx~l't ZIFrrIIfi4 CoS m . (1) IF(-)I~=IFPIZ+(I +l/k~)lFrrl2+2IF~lIF~I cosm 
-(2/k)lF~lIF~~l sin p . (6) 

1. 
. . .. subtracting equation (6) from (5) . , 

A1= IF(+)IZ- IF(-)12=(4/1r)lF~lIF,~l sin p (7) 
or 

C ZlFpllF~l cos v= -t[4lfi.IZIF>,I2-(k/2)l(AI)zlt . (8) 
Adding equation (5) to (6) gives 

B 
'\ lFml~=~IIF(+)I2+1F(~)l~ 
'\ = IFplZ+(l+ l/k2)IF1~12+ 21F~llF1rl cos Q ; (9) 
\ 
r, D strictly speaking lFm12 is not equal to IFxplZ. The approxi- 

mation IF.lze IFllplZ (footnote on page 746 of Kanha & 
Parthasarathy, 1965) holds good only for large values of k. 
Eliminating cos p from equation (9) with the help of (a), 
we have 

(1 + l/k2)21F~l4- 21F~lZ[(l+ 1/k2)(IFmlZT IFPIZ) . 
+2IFp12] + [IFmIz- IF~1~12+(k/2)2(AI)~=O. (10) 

Equation (9) is quadratric in lF;~lz. Sinca the last term is 
positive and the coefficient of lFfil3 is always negative, both 
the roots of the above equation are always positive. The 
two roots are, 

IFxlZ=(l + l/kz)-2[(1+ l/kl)l~~12+'(1 -I/kz)lF~lz] .. -t 2(l t l/kz)-2[IF~lZ{(l+ I/kZ)(IFmIZ- IFp12)+ IFpl2) 
Fig. 1. -(k/4)2(1+ l/k2)2(dI)zl+ . (11) 
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 his is a relation which gives / F H [ ~  in terms. of [PrnlZ and 
1Fr12. Tlre positive and negative sigus before the second 
term in equation (1 1) coirespond respectively to t11e.nega- 
tive .and positive values of.cos rl. h'most cases, a is acute 
and.hence only .the negztive sign' before the second term 
need bc considere& (cJ the approximation';made in the 
paragraph followink equation (3), ,Kartha & Parthaspratby, 
1965). 

. .  . 
In practice; .to i &od approxi~ t ion  ~ / k z . & a . ~  be peg- 

lected as compared with unity. Then equation (1 1) redurn 
to- . , .  

) F ~ 1 2 =  jF,a'l2+ IFp12- ~ [ I ~ ~ K I ~ ~ F P I ~  - (k /4 )2 (~1 )2 ]~  . (12) 

Equation (11) is exact but equation (12)'may be used 
witllout introducing much e i r ~ r  ( < 3  "4 due to the ap- 
proximatior1 1/A-2 41. 

The scale factor 

In the derivation of equations (11) and (12) it is assumed 
that the two sets of data IFPI and IFIZPI are on a cornman 
scale. (The absolute scales are not nec%ssary for this meth- 
od), It is well known that the Wilson's method of obtain- 
ing average intensity and l~ence the method of scaling (Wil- 
son, 1942) is not valid in the case of proteins (Harker, 1953). 
By using the following method, accurate relative scale fac- . 
torn may be determined. 

If the scale factors of IFPI and IFIP~ be SP and SHP, 
then equations (7) and (9) can be rewritten in the form 

k(Ait)Snpz 
(FII = ---a&--- 4SpIFpl sin q 

and 
S1tp21Fm12= Sp21Fp12+(1+ l/k2))Fa12 

$ ~~FPIIFHISP -S p, . (14). 

Eliminating JFHJ from equation (14) with rtle help of (13) 
and neglecting Ilk2 in comparison with 1 gives 

Srrr2S~21F~~121lir12 sinzp,= S $ I F P ~ ~  sinzp. 

, '+ (k/4)2(dI)zS&p+ (k/4)(41)S~P1F~12S2 sin 2p=O . (15) 

I f  the average is taken over n largc numbcr of refle%ions - 
sinzp = f and sin2; = 0. Thus equatipn (1 5) reduces to 

s$W - simp + (kz/8)(- = 0 , (1 6) , 

where S$.7S$/S2p. As k varies with sin 0 the. reflexions 
may be d~vided in small intervals of sin 0 such that k does 
not vary appreciably in the interval chosen. The scale factor 
is given by 

It must be noted that the method does not nced the 
knowledge of the total number of the heavy atoms in the 
unit cell. 
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